Esplan City grew up in Finland native as center area of the terms in the Esplan Central League since a church was done in the first half of the 15th century.

In 2015, the new city hall which people gather in the Esplan Central League, and become the center place to be here.

A center place is a place to put a person in, and it may be said that it is created by people gathering in search of joy. The person shares a memory with an impressive theme. In addition, there is the center where the people gather to share the city hall. The center provides the meeting place to see it in a park and buy an art spot and a concert hall, the pleasure why a person duties with cool time before a walk through the contenido space, pleasure of the discovery, pleasure to stay.

There is a stage of the Finnish country to save nature and a green park in Finland.

In the Esplan Central League, the reliable reliance of paths of exercise wrapped in green to be able to live on foot that a car does not exist in the center (a walk road, a relative road) is formed by maintenance of the public transport, a basement or parking lot placement in the building lower part.
There are the side of the plan development and the spontaneous side in the constitution of the town.

Politics / a religious city was formed as the outbreak of the village, rank differentiation by the production capacity improvement, an appearance of the political religious power if I followed the history. A place of the exchange of the thing is born in the outskirts of such a city and the strategic point of the inter-city traffic, and I immobilize it, and it is it with trade / a commercial city, and a town as the place of interchange and the exchange of a person / money / the information develops. It is a daily action of people concerned with the town that make a gusset, and each working accumulates it, and a town is completed, and a town changes.

A person is in the town, and there is movement, and there is light and a shadow, and there is a sound, and there is a small. There is a change of time, and there is the change of the season, and wind makes noise and hears the murmuring of the river. There is a man and woman, and there are an adult and a child, and there are a youth and the old man, too, and there is each life. The energy of the creature which assumes the role and the old man, too, and there is each life. The people gather in the town with the turnout town.

The people gather in the town with the turnout they meet a person and come in contact with nature, and there is happy special display and sale and is comfortable, and to be able to feel at ease.

As for the building, the street furniture, the advertisement, the vehicle constituting a town, there is a human being using it and lives for the first time, and each is only scenery. I want to think about the citizen-based town planning that breath of the life that is kind to a human being and a small creature is felt.

A town is “home”, and it is the big house of the one which a person snuggles up, and live. There is the life stage where a drama of various life is developed. When a joint ownership sense to make the stage a slightly splendid thing rises among people, as for the big building, it is it with “my home”, and, as for the stage of the life, it is it with “the living room of all”.

In the town with the personality that there was in stature, various people live, and there is a smell of the life and can sense pleasure I rotate, and to walk bodily. Structure of the excursion that people can walk about happily is necessary for the town. New scenery unfolds in sequence, and discovery and an impression and a device with the stimulation and a device make good neighborhood of the comfort. A line and development to the aspect make structure of the excursion from a point.
In Espoo, an action to the maintenance of a walk road / the rotation road and the maintenance of the global environment by positive introduction maintenance of the public transport is promoted.

In the Espoo Central League, the reliable, safe network of paths of excursion wrapped in green to be able to live for on feet that a car does not run in the center (a walk road, a rotation road) is formed by maintenance of the public transport, a basement or parking lot placement to the building lower part.

In Espoo, an action to the maintenance of a walk road / the rotation road and the maintenance of the global environment by positive introduction maintenance of the public transport is promoted.

The Espoo Central League grows up in a person and green and the attractive compact space in the park, and people are happy, and, in 2030, structure of the excursion to be able to walk around it enlarges it. It guides a chain of the next residential area development.
Thermography

In the cold severe winter, it does a loose environment air-conditioner to the whole. It does a spot air-conditioner to the place where the person gathers.

Calmness floor 7F - 10F
The dwelling which is calm like the dwelling which is in the forest.
It is coming in contact with the next door.
The compartment rushes out to the valley and is calm specifically.

Open floor 3F - 6F
The town hall cooperates with the citizen.
The NPO office which is in the place at once which crossed a valley cooperates with the citizen and carries forward work.
The zone which touches an NPO office is the open office which elucidates a lot of data to the citizen.
There is a closed office where a high security is required in the back on the valley.

Dialog floor 2F
The promenade which the citizen talks about.
All of these floors become a pedestrian deck.
The fashionable cafe centers on the neighborhood of the light well.
The busy shop continues a promenade.
The person who came with the bicycle stops a bicycle to 1 F and appears in the bustling town.
The entrance at the town hall "face" is in the back.

Transfer floor 1F
The floor which the means of the movement of the citizen concentrates.
A car is included in the way of going through the building.
The central monitor room which is in the area in the southwest is in the northwest.
The central watch room is in the area in the northwest.

Display floor BF
This floor is calmness.
There are a gallery and a boardroom of the citizen in the light well.
There is an aisle to the closure in the western area.